
How to turn on keep inventory in minecraft 

game for single player mode! 
 

Minecraft is a sandbox video game that allows players to explore, build, and survive 

in a blocky world. In single player mode players can save their progress and inventory 

in various other ways that has been a secret for the new gamers who are playing this 

game. 

 

Now read this article in depth in order to get a clear picture about how to turn on keep 

inventory in minecraft for single player mode. Know all of those steps and start playing 

this game like a pro gamer. 

 

Save and quit option: 

 

One of the easiest to save your inventory in minecraft single player mode is to simply 

save and quit the game, before you think you may die. This can also be done by 

pressing the Escape Key of your keyboard. 

 

When you press the Escape key you will get the option for save and quit in the menu. 

This will save your progress and inventory and you can easily resume the game from 

where you left off by selecting the single player option from the main menu. 

 

Beds: 

 

Players of Minecrafts know that Beds are a useful tool for saving your progress and 

inventory in Minecraft. When you sleep in a bed, your spawn point is set to that 

location, and your progress and inventory are saved. This means that if you die or exit 

the game, you will respawn at the bed location with all of your items. Beds can be 

crafted using three blocks of wool and three blocks of wooden planks. 

 

Ender Chests 

 

Ender chests are a type of chest that can be used to store items in Minecraft. The 

unique feature of ender chests is that they are linked to the player's inventory, which 

means that any items stored in the ender chest can be accessed from any other ender 

chest in the world. This makes them a useful tool for saving your inventory in Minecraft. 

Ender chests can be crafted using one eye of ender and eight blocks of obsidian. You 

can consider this as the best technique that will help you to learn how to turn on keep 

inventory in single player mode. 

 

Shulker Boxes 
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Shulker boxes are another type of container that can be used to store items in 

Minecraft. They can be carried in the player's inventory, and they retain their contents 

when they are broken and placed elsewhere. This means that you can use shulker 

boxes to store items and transport them between locations. Shulker boxes can be 

crafted using two shulker shells and one chest. 

 

Minecarts with Chests 

 

Minecarts with chests are a type of transportation in Minecraft that can be used to 

transport items. They can be ridden by the player or pushed along by a powered rail. 

Minecarts with chests can be used to save your inventory by transporting items to 

another location.  

 

Redstone Contraptions 

 

Redstone is a type of material in Minecraft that can be used to create complex 

contraptions. Redstone contraptions can be used to automate tasks, such as farming 

or mining, and they can also be used to save your inventory. For example, you could 

create a redstone contraption that automatically sorts items into different chests based 

on their type. This would allow you to save inventory. In order to learn more details 

about how to turn on keep inventory follow this article and grab more details. 

 

Hoppers 

 

Hoppers are a type of block that can be used to transport items in Minecraft. They can 

be placed on top of or underneath other blocks, and they will automatically transfer 

items from one container to another.  
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